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Abstract—For partial lower-limb exoskeletons, an accurate
real-time estimation of the gait phase is paramount to provide
timely and well-tailored assistance during gait. To this end,
dedicated wearable sensors separate from the exoskeletons me-
chanical structure may be preferable because they are typically
isolated from movement artifacts that often result from the
transient dynamics of the physical human-robot interaction.
Moreover, wearable sensors that do not require time-consuming
calibration procedures are more easily acceptable by users. In
this study a robotic hip orthosis was controlled using capacitive
sensors placed in orthopedic cuffs on the shanks. The capacitive
signals are zeroed after donning the cuffs and do not require
any further calibration. The capacitive sensing-based controller
was designed to perform online estimation of the gait cycle phase
via adaptive oscillators, and to provide a phase-locked assistive
torque. Two experimental activities were carried out to validate
the effectiveness of the proposed control strategy. Experiments
conducted with seven healthy subjects walking on a treadmill at
different speeds demonstrated that the controller can estimate
the gait phase with an average error of 4%, while also providing
hip flexion assistance. Moreover, experiments carried out with
four healthy subjects showed that the capacitive sensing-based
controller could reduce the metabolic expenditure of subjects
compared to the unassisted condition (meanSEM, -3.2%1.1).
Index Terms—Capacitive sensing, gait phase estimation, wear-
able robotics, hip exoskeleton.
I. INTRODUCTION
WEARABLE robots have been developed with the aim ofextending, complementing, substituting, or enhancing
human motor functions by providing external mechanical
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power to the user synchronously with his/her movements [1]–
[6]. Wearable robots engage in a close physical and cognitive
interaction with the user [7], [8]. The physical interaction
has to be safe, comfortable, and ergonomic. Actuators are
typically designed to be compliant, and the kinematic structure
must feature mechanisms both for adjustable fitting to users
with different anthropometries, and for the self-alignment of
the robotic and human joint axes. Moreover, the cognitive
human-robot interface needs to decode the human movement
intention in real time in an intuitive way [7]–[10]. One major
challenge for the cognitive interface of lower-limb assistive
wearable robots is the on-line estimation of the cyclical phase
of locomotion-related activities in a discrete or continuous
fashion [11], to enable the synchronization of the robot action
with the gait cycle in a time-independent fashion.
Although movement sensors integrated into wearable robots
(e.g. joint encoders or potentiometers) could be considered the
easiest option for tracking the user’s movement and estimating
the gait phase, the human-robot interaction dynamics and soft
tissue compression when the device works in assistive mode
can diminish the fidelity of the sensor signals and render the
real-time estimation of gait phase more challenging [12]. By
contrast, using sensors which are not integrated into the robotic
systems structure may improve the performance of the real-
time phase estimation, but in order to be acceptable by users,
sensors should be easily wearable and should not require time-
consuming calibration processes.
Within the state of the art, a variety of biosignals have
been exploited for decoding movement intentions [13]. Sur-
face electromyography (sEMG) has been widely adopted in
wearable robotics as a measure of muscle activity [14]–[17],
capacitance tomography has been used to measure muscle
properties [18], inertial measurement units (IMUs) [19]–[21]
and sensorized insoles have been used for measuring kinematic
and kinetic variables [22]. All of these sensing modalities have
been proven effective for the control of wearable devices,
but in many cases the usability by end-users is limited by
complex donning and calibration procedures, or by long-term
degradation of sensor performance.
As an additional biosensing modality for motion track-
ing and intention detection, capacitive pressure sensors can
measure cyclic variations in lower-limb muscle volume due
to contraction and relaxation. In contrast to sEMG, they do
not need specially trained personnel for the placement of
electrodes, can be worn over clothes, and do not require
computationally intensive real-time data processing [23], [24].
Moreover, due to the simplicity of their signal processing
electronics, capacitive sensors can be relatively economical.
2Fig. 1. Overview of the experimental setup and of the control architecture. (a) Participant wearing the (1) APO, (2) C-Sens cuffs and (3) shoes instrumented
with sensorized insoles. (b) C-Sens cuff, made of an orthopaedic shell (4) and one electrode (5). The electrode is placed on the posterior side of the shank.
The reference electrode is not shown. (c) Conceptual scheme of the control algorithm: the muscle contraction/relaxation measured from the C-Sens is sent to
the APO control board. The filtered signal is used as input to the gait phase estimator and to the assistance block computing the desired torque reference.
Insoles signals are not used for real-time control but are stored for offline analysis.
In this work, the feasibility of exploiting capacitive sensors
to estimate the gait phase in real time and to control the
assistive action of an active pelvis orthosis (APO, [25]) was
investigated. In our previous study [26], the performance
of gait phase estimation was validated offline using twelve
capacitive sensors integrated into two cuffs - one placed on
the thigh, and one on the shank. Capacitive signals were
used as inputs for a gait phase estimator based on Adaptive
Oscillators (AOs, [27]) and were demonstrated to be suitable
for collecting movement information. In this study, a simplified
sensor system was used, in which the shank cuff was equipped
with only one capacitive sensor, whose output signal was
used to estimate the gait phase in real time. Based on the
estimated gait phase, the APO provided a phase-locked hip
flexion torque. Two experiments with healthy individuals were
performed to quantify the reliability and effectiveness of the
controller. The reliability of the control strategy was tested by
measuring the online gait phase estimation error, with seven
healthy subjects walking on a treadmill at different walking
speeds with the APO in both assisted and unassisted modes.
The effectiveness of the developed control strategy was then
verified by comparing the energy consumption of four healthy
subjects walking with the APO in unassisted versus assisted
modes, based on the developed controller.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the exper-
imental setup and the assistive controller based on capaci-
tive sensors are presented in Section II, together with the
experimental protocol and data analysis techniques. Results are
presented in Section III and discussed in Section IV. Section
V draws the conclusion of the study.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Experimental Setup
The experimental setup was composed of two primary
elements: the capacitive sensor (C-Sens) technology, and the
APO. An overview of the setup is given in Figure 1(a).
C-Sens is a wearable sensory device, developed at Peking
University (Beijing, China), constituted by capacitive sensors
[23] (Figure 1(b)). The device is composed of a custom printed
circuit board (PCB) and two orthopaedic cuffs worn by the
user on the distal lower-limb segments (shanks). In this exper-
iment, each thermoplastic cuff (weight: approximately 300 g)
was instrumented with one flexible copper capacitive electrode
placed on the inner posterior cuff surface (a simplified design
from the one presented [26]), with a corresponding reference
electrode placed directly in contact with the skin. A layer of
silicone rubber (2.5 mm thickness) is placed above each sensor
to electrically insulate them, and the electrodes are connected
to the dedicated PCB by a wired connection. The C-Sens
working principle is based on the measurement of the capac-
itance between the two plates (sensors). In this application,
since the muscle volume varies during the gait cycle due to
contractions and relaxations, the distance between the plates
changes and results in a variation of the measured capacitance.
More details about the technology and performance (e.g. test-
retest reliability) can be found in [26].
The APO was previously developed at Scuola Superiore
Sant’Anna (Pisa, Italy) with the goal of providing powered
assistance to hip flexion and extension during activities of
daily living [25]. The device is built around a C-shaped carbon
fiber frame, which surrounds the users hips and posterior
pelvis, and physically interfaces to the trunk via three orthotic
shells - two lateral and one rear. The back shell is fixed on a
posterior bar and adjusted by a screw mechanism to provide
ergonomic support of the lumbar region. The APO frame
carries two actuation units, one on each side, employing a
series elastic actuator architecture [28]. Each actuation unit is
deployed about two parallel axes. The first axis is the output
shaft of the DC motor coupled with the reduction stage and
with an incremental encoder. The second axis is the actual
3flexion-extension axis of the robotic hip joint, which embeds
a torsional spring (with a stiffness of 100 Nm/rad), ensuring
compliant interaction with the lower-limb segment. The two
parallel axes of human and robot hip flexion-extension are
connected by a 4-bar linkage mechanism and aligned to effect
movement in the sagittal plane.
An absolute encoder measures the hip flexion-extension an-
gle, which allows calculation of the deflection of the torsional
spring, as the difference between the absolute encoder and the
incremental encoder readings, which in turn allows the calcu-
lation of the output torque of the actuation unit, by applying
the Hooks law. The output torque is then used to implement
the closed-loop torque control. Two links are connected to
the output of the flexion-extension axis of the actuation units.
The two links, each featuring a passive rotational degree of
freedom for hip abduction-adduction, physically interface with
the user’s thighs by means of orthotic shells. The soft orthotic
material and the wide contact area of the shells serve to reduce
and distribute the pressure on the user’s skin. The entire system
has a total weight of 4.2 kg.
The APO control system runs on a real-time controller,
(cRIO-9082, National Instruments, Austin, Texas, US), e-
quipped with a 1.33 GHz dual-core processor and a field
programmable gate array (FPGA). A closed-loop torque con-
troller based on a 2poles-2zeros compensator is responsible
for tracking the desired assistive torque (i.e. reference torque)
to be delivered to the user. The mechanics and closed-loop
torque control performance of the APO are described in [25].
A high-level control layer calculates the desired torque profile.
Notably, transparent mode (TM) corresponds to the unassisted
use of the APO, namely when the desired torque is constant
and set to 0 Nm.
In addition to the APO and C-Sens, a pair of instrumented
shoes equipped with sensorized insoles was used as reference
gait measurement system, in order to assess offline the perfor-
mance of the gait phase estimator based on AOs and capacitive
sensors. Each insole comprises 64 optoelectronic pressure
transducers embedded into a flexible PCB and covered with
a Silicone layer. When a compressive load is applied to the
cover, the Silicone gradually deforms to occlude the light path
between the emitter and the receiver, resulting in a variation
of the output voltage [22], [29]. Each insole is connected to
the dedicated electronic board by means of a ribbon cable
and powered by a 3.7 V Li-Po battery. The data from all the
transducers are sampled at 100 Hz and transmitted to the PC
via a Bluetooth connection. The computation of the vertical
ground reaction force (vGRF) and the longitudinal position
of the centre of pressure (CoP) is managed by the host PC
in an online manner. The insoles weigh about 100 g each,
accommodate European foot sizes 41-43, and were inserted
into sneakers worn by the subject.
In the second experiment, an indirect calorimeter (Oxycon
Mobile, Jaeger, Germany) was used to quantify the metabolic
cost of walking.
B. System Integration
Capacitive signals are sent to the APO real-time control
board by a serial RS232 connection. The APO high-level con-
trol layer is responsible for (i) the acquisition and processing
of capacitive signals, (ii) the gait phase estimation [27], and
(iii) the assistance block (Figure 1(c)):
 Raw signals from left and right limbs, Craw, are filtered
by a second-order low-pass Butterworth filter, with a
cutoff frequency of 1 Hz;
 The filtered signal, Cfilt, is used by the phase estimator
block, which implements the AO-based gait phase esti-
mator to track the gait phase , with a two-step process,
according to the method presented in [26]. First, AOs
observe and estimate the phase of the periodic input
signal; second, the detection of a desired event related to
the input signal triggers the computation of the so-called
phase reset error, R, which denotes the error between the
estimated and desired phase at the moment of the event
detection (ideally 0% of the stride). At steady state, the
reset of the estimated gait phase , i.e. the beginning of
a new gait cycle, is locked with the desired event. In this
study, the desired event is the occurrence of the maximum
peak of the capacitive signal.
 The assistive torque profile des(), is then calculated as
a function of the estimated gait phase :
des() =
(
k(R)  Cfilt(+); l <  < u&Cfilt > 0
0; elsewhere
(1)
where Cfilt is the filtered capacitive signal, l and u are
the lower and the upper extremities of the phase window
where the torque is delivered,  is a phase shift of the
assistive torque and k is the proportional gain, set by
the experimenter to define the amplitude of the assistive
torque. To reduce the intensity of the assistive torque
when the gait phase is not properly tracked, i.e. when
R  0 rad, the gain k is set to its half value. Notably,
 and k(R) are manually adjusted for each participant,
according to his/her preference.
C. Experimental Protocol
The study protocol was conducted at the premises of Fon-
dazione Don Carlo Gnocchi (Florence, Italy). Experimental
activities were approved by the local Ethics Committee, and
all subjects signed a written informed consent before taking
part to the experiments. The first experiment aimed to assess
the performance of the C-Sens-based controller during tread-
mill walking. The second experiment aimed to evaluate the
effectiveness of the proposed assistive strategy by measuring
the metabolic cost of walking in assisted and unassisted
conditions.
Before starting the experiment, each subject walked on the
treadmill wearing the C-Sens, the APO, and the instrumented
shoes. C-Sens cuffs were worn on the shanks, outside the
pants. The APO was used under transparent and assisted
modes, to familiarize the subject with the system, adjust the
assistance control parameters, and allow subjects to identify
their preferred self-selected walking speed, SN . Individual
tuning of assistance parameters was accomplished during this
preliminary session with the goal of providing assistance
4that preserves comfortable interaction. Subjective evaluation
of comfort was considered the primary basis for tuning the
assistive torque magnitude and timing.
1) Validation of the C-Sens-based controller: Subjects tak-
ing part in the first experiment were requested to perform
two walking trials. In each trial, the subject walked on the
treadmill for eleven minutes at three different speeds: SN ,
a slow speed (SS), and a fast speed (SF ), with SS and
SF defined as SN 0.8m/s, respectively. The eleven minutes
were structured as follows: SS1, SN1, SF , SN2, SS2. The
first condition, SS , lasted three minutes, to ensure that the
algorithm was properly synchronized with the user’s gait; then
each successive condition lasted 2 minutes.
The first trial was conducted with the APO set to TM,
whereas the second trial consisted of the APO controlled in
assistive mode (AM), running the C-Sens-based controller.
A rest between the two trials allowed subjects to recover
from potential fatigue. Seven healthy subjects (four males)
participated to this experiment (age: 28.64.9 years, weight
70.18.4 kg, height 173.47.5 cm). The average value of the
self-selected speed, SN , was 0.940.03 m/s.
2) Metabolic cost of walking: Subjects taking part in the
second experiment were requested to wear the APO and walk
on the treadmill at a self-selected speed for 12 minutes: during
the first six minutes the APO was controlled in TM, and for the
last six minutes the APO was switched to AM. The indirect
calorimeter was used to measure the oxygen uptake (VO2).
Four healthy subjects volunteered in the experiments (three
males, age: 26.80.9 years, weight: 65.34.7 kg, height:
173.84.8 cm). The average value of the self-selected speed,
SN , was 0.970.06 m/s.
D. Data Analysis
Data were analyzed offline using Matlab (Mathworks,
2015b). The acquired signals, namely the capacitive signals,
hip joint angles, and torques, were segmented into strides using
the heel strike event detected by the insoles. In addition, for
each stride, the APO power was computed offline. All vari-
ables were then interpolated into 100 samples, corresponding
to 0-100% of the gait cycle. Averaged profiles and standard
deviations were computed, to characterize the gait pattern and
assistive action.
In order to assess the performance of the C-Sens-based
phase estimator, the gait phase () estimated online was
compared to a reference phase, Linear, calculated offline as
a linear function, from 0 to 100%, between two consecutive
peaks of the Cfilt signal [26], [27]. For each stride, the error
(Err) between the estimated and reference gait phases was
computed as the point-by-point difference of the two variables,
from 0 to 100% of the gait cycle. For each stride, the root
mean square of the phase error Err, was estimated, namely
the RMSEErr . In addition, the phase reset error R was
computed for each stride, according to the definition reported
in [27]. For each subject, RMSEErr was also calculated as
the average across all strides. Reliability of the biomechanical
event chosen as the reset of the estimated gait phase was also
investigated by means of two parameters namedC and .
They are defined as the difference of the gait phase at the heel
strike (detected by the insoles) and, respectively, (i) at the
capacitive peak, i.e. the event used for the phase reset by the
real-time controller (C ), and (ii) the maximum hip flexion
peak ( ), which was also used to reset the phase in [27].
For the first experiment, the aforementioned parameter-
s were extracted for both limbs and then averaged across
subjects. Data were checked for normality by means of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and then an inferential statistical
test (paired Student’s t-test) was conducted to assess for
statistical differences in the performance of the gait phase
estimation between the TM and the AM modalities.
For the second experiment, the oxygen uptake was normal-
ized for the body mass and averaged in the last two minutes
of TM and AM conditions. Five minutes of sitting baseline
were recorded to compute the resting metabolic rate. Baseline
values were subtracted from the two minutes at steady state in
TM and AM. The variation of the metabolic rates (calculated
via the Brockway equation) between the two conditions was
computed. An inferential statistical test was conducted to
assess differences between the two conditions.
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experiment 1. Capacitive signals and assistive strategy
The average capacitive signal along the gait cycle is pre-
sented in Figure 2(a) for a representative subject, for the three
speed conditions (SS , SN and SF ), in TM and AM. The signal
has a quasi-sinusoidal shape, with a maximum peak occurring
at approximately 15% of the gait cycle after the heel strike
for all speeds.
Figure 2(b) shows the average hip joint angles, torques, and
powers in the TM and AM conditions for a representative
subject in the first experiment. Hip joint angles showed an
increase in the maximum hip flexion angle due to the assistive
torque.
Results confirmed that the correlation between TM and AM
is higher with respect to the capacitive signals versus hip joint
angle. For the capacitive signals, the Pearson’s correlation
coefficients between the average profiles in TM and AM
conditions were 0.98, 0.99, and 0.99 at natural, fast, and slow
walking speeds, respectively - compared to 0.64, 0.71, and
0.62 at SN , SF , and SS for the hip angles.
In AM, on average the assistive torque was delivered in the
period between 35.97.6% and 84.95.8% of the stride, with
0% coinciding with the heel strike. The average torque peak
across subjects was 5.901.40 Nm in SS , 5.401.35 Nm in
SN , and 5.021.47 Nm in SF . The average power peak across
subjects was 16.834.82 W in SS , 18.104.92 W in SN , and
17.634.64 W in SF .
B. Experiment 1. Performance of the C-Sens phase estimator
Figure 3 illustrates the RMSEErr and RMSER in TM and
AM for the three walking speeds. In TM, the across-subject
average of the RMSEErr was 0.260.02 rad, corresponding
to 4.4% of the stride phase, and the average RMSER was
0.26rad (4.0% of stride phase). In AM, the across-subject
average of the RMSEErr was 0.270.03 rad (4.7% of stride
5Fig. 2. Data from a representative subject in TM and AM modes. Data are segmented according to right heel strike detected with the insoles. The blue
and pink plots show respectively the data from the left and right limb, contours represent the standard deviation for the three speed conditions, i.e. slow SS,
normal SN and fast SF. (a) Normalized capacitive signals measured from the capacitive sensor positioned on the posterior side of the shank. (b) Kinematic
and kinetic variables collected from the APO (hip joint angles, torque and power respectively). TM and AM refer to Transparent and Assistive Modes of the
exoskeleton.
phase), and the average RMSER was 0.23 rad (3.6% of stride
phase).
The normality of the data was verified by means of the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (normal distributions p = 0.25 and
0.49 for TM and AM, respectively). Then, the comparison of
RMSE values between the TM and AM conditions revealed
no statistically significant differences (paired Student’s t-test,
p = 0:73).
C. Experiment 1. Phase Shift with respect to the heel strike
The reliability of the resetting event was evaluated by
comparing C and  (respectively) between TM and AM
via paired Student’s t-test. Across-subject average values and
standard deviations are reported in Figure 4 for the three
speeds. Results showed that both C and  significantly
differ between TM and AM in all conditions, with a higher
significance for  C namely, p = 9:55e 8 < 0:01 for  ,
and p = 0:022 < 0:05 for C .
D. Experiment 2. Metabolic consumption
For participants in the second experiment, the torque and
power profiles averaged for each gait cycle and scaled for
the subjects’ body mass are shown in Figure 5. On average
the assistive torque was delivered between 39.88.8% and
84.87.3% of the stride, with 0% coinciding with heel strike.
The average across-subject peak torque was 5.220.65 Nm
and the average peak power was 19.265.91 W. With respect
to average peak power, S10 received the highest positive power
(0.380.01 W/kg), and S8 received the lowest positive power
(0.170.01 W/kg).
Fig. 3. (a) RMSEErr in TM condition (upper plots) and AM condition
(bottom plots) in TM and AM conditions. Across-subjects averages and
standard deviations are reported for all speeds (slow SS, normal SN and fast
SF). Note: Err is the error between the estimated and reference gait phases,
calculated for each stride, as the point by point difference between the two
variables. R is the phase reset error computed for each stride, according to
the definition reported in [27]. TM and AM refer to Transparent and Assistive
modes of the exoskeleton. RMSEErr , paired Student’s t-test between TM
and AM, p = 0:73.
6Fig. 4. C (upper plots) and of  (bottom plots) in TM and AM
conditions. Across-subjects averages and standard deviations are reported for
all speeds (slow SS, normal SN and fast SF). Note: C is the difference
of the gait phase at the heel strike and the capacitive peak, computed for
each stride.  is the difference of the gait phase at the heel strike and the
maximum hip flexion peak. TM and AM refer to Transparent and Assistive
modes of the exoskeleton. , paired Student’s t-test between TM and AM,
p = 9:55e   8 < 0:01. C paired Student’s t-test between TM and AM,
p = 0:022 < 0:05.
Figure 5 shows the average metabolic rate during sitting
(BL), in TM, and AM. Subjects 8, 9, 10, and 11 showed
reductions of 2.4%, 5.7%, 4.0%, and 0.7% (respectively) in
metabolic rate in AM relative to TM. A paired Student’s t-test
between TM and AM conditions showed a statistically signifi-
cant reduction of the metabolic cost in AM (p = 0:024 < 0:05)
across all subjects.
IV. DISCUSSION
Robustness and reliability of sensor signals are paramount
for decoding the users intention and providing smooth and safe
assistive action through lower-limb wearable robots. This work
represents the first proof of feasibility that capacitive sensing
techniques can be used for reliable measurement of gait-related
motion signals and effective control of a robotic exoskeleton.
The proposed sensing architecture features capacitive sen-
sors placed on the shanks, providing quasi-sinusoidal signals
related to muscle volume changes during locomotion. Such
signals are used in real time to estimate the phase of the gait
cycle, with the main advantages that they provide reliable and
repeatable signals, which are not affected by the mechanical
power transmitted by the hip exoskeleton when controlled in
assistive mode. Despite this benefit, capacitive signals may
also have disadvantages: for instance, here higher standard
deviations at higher velocities were reported, probably caused
by a less stable fit of the sensor cuffs on the shanks. In
addition, sensitivity to electromagnetic fields can potentially
cause signal deterioration.
Fig. 5. Torque and power profiles normalized to the subject body mass.
In the upper graph, dashed lines represent the commanded averaged profile,
whereas the solid line represents the actual delivered torque. The averaged
metabolic rate during sitting (dashed contour), the last two minutes of the TM
(solid contour) and the AM (dotted contour) conditions for the four subjects.
Metabolic rate, paired Student’s t-test between TM and AM, p = 0:024 <
0:05.
In our previous study, the performance of the gait phase
estimator was assessed offline based on capacitive signals [26].
In the present work, a simplified sensing system was used
for real-time control of an active exoskeleton. Despite this
simplification, the gait phase estimation performance improved
in this work, as evidenced by a reduction in RMSEErr and
RMSER , which both scored lower than 0.25 rad (4.0% of the
gait cycle), compared to approximately 0.4 rad (6.4% of the
gait cycle) in our previous work.
The observed performance of the gait phase estimator using
C-Sens was slightly worse than that presented in [27], where
the exoskeleton hip joint angles (measured in TM) were used
to estimate the gait phase using adaptive oscillators. In that
study, the RMSER was lower than 0.09 rad (1.4% of gait
cycle), and the RMSEErr was lower than 0.08 (1.3% of gait
cycle - about one third of the errors of the C-Sens-based
approach). Notably, in [27] the hip exoskeleton was used
only in Transparent Mode; the performance of an assistive
controller built on top of the hip angle-based phase estimator
would likely have diminished under assistive conditions, due
to the different pattern of the angle signals.
7The overall error in the phase estimation in the present
study was quantified as 4% of the gait cycle. Although there
is no evidence on the minimum suitable accuracy of a gait
phase estimator, a previous study by Ding and colleagues
demonstrated that such a value may not lead to different
performance of a hip exoskeleton [30].
With the proposed approach, capacitive sensors can reliably
obtain information about the user’s movement without being
affected by the physical human-robot interaction. By compar-
ing the capacitive signals between transparent and assistive
modes using the Pearson’s correlation coefficient, the advan-
tage of such an architecture was demonstrated: capacitive sen-
sors were significantly less sensitive to the assistive action at
normal walking speed (0.98 for the capacitive signals against
0.64 for the hip joint angles). Notably, a ”de-coupling” of the
sensing elements from the robot mechanical structure could
be achieved by using other sensors, such as IMUs or sEMG
on the shank. However, synchronizing adaptive oscillators to
more complex signals may not be straight-forward, particularly
if signals (such as raw accelerations gathered from IMUs)
have different frequency components. In addition, it should
be remarked that the high value of the correlation coefficient
of capacitive signals could have been affected by the low-pass
filter used to generate the final signals.
Results of C and  comparisons confirmed that the
delivered torque influenced the hip kinematics, with the hip
flexion peak occurring earlier in the gait cycle (following heel
strike) in AM relative to TM. In assistive mode, the gait phase
estimator based on adaptive oscillators would preserve phase-
locking with respect to the hip flexion peak, given the inherent
adaptation properties of AOs. Nevertheless, the synchrony
between the delivered torque and the assisted gait phase would
deteriorate, as demonstrated by a difference of about 3% of
the gait cycle of . By tracking the capacitive signal, C
is lower than 2%.
Notably, in this study a pair of sensorized insoles was
used as reference gait measurement system to assess the
performance of the phase estimator; although insoles are not
a gold standard in motion analysis, they have been used
in several works and demonstrated suitable performance in
recognizing relevant gait events, such as the heel strike [22],
[31], [32].
Finally, according to [33], the optimal gait phase to provide
peak hip flexion torque is around 60% of the stride, and results
of the present study of the proposed strategy showed that the
peak torque was consistently delivered at 58.0% of the stride.
Such assistive action successfully resulted in reduced metabol-
ic cost for all subjects. Even though reduced metabolic rate
was observed, it should be considered that the weight of the
orthosis itself may have incurred an increased metabolic cost
that may partially or entirely offset the assistance provided by
the exoskeleton [20]. Notably, the reduction of the metabolic
cost was lower with respect to other studies [34]–[37] and this
may be partially related to the higher weight of our system and
lower assistive positive power. Indeed, the tuning procedure of
the assistive profile was driven by the subjective evaluation of
comfort which may not be the optimal criteria to achieve high
metabolic reductions. Notably, the lack of randomization of the
order of experimental conditions and comparison to walking
condition without an exoskeleton are two major limitations
of this work and will be addressed in future works. Future
studies will also investigate the applicability of the proposed
approach to users with different types of movement disorders
(e.g. muscle weakness).
V. CONCLUSION
This work proposed and validated a novel control archi-
tecture for a wearable robot based on capacitive sensing. Ca-
pacitive sensors that were easily wearable over users’ clothes
and robust to variations in cuff placement were used to record
relevant biomechanical signals to command the assistive hip
flexion-extension torque of a powered hip exoskeleton. The
stability of the signal was not affected by the assistive action of
the robot, thus confirming the ability of the proposed sensing
strategy to maintain high performance in applications with a
human user in the control loop of an active device. Moreover,
the effectiveness of the strategy was validated by comparing
the metabolic cost of walking between assisted and unassisted
treadmill walking, thus paving the way to reduce the energetic
burden of locomotion in user populations with impaired or
limited mobility.
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